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THE GEOMORPHIC AND HYDRAULIC RESPONSE OF RIVERS

by

D. B. Simons*

INTRODUCTION

The importance of water resources and the increasing interest in conserving and improving our
environment has identified an urgent need for methods to predict river response due to various
changes resulting from proposed water resource planning. River response is an unsteady phenomenon
in nature. To study transient phenomena in natural alluvial channels, the equations of motion and
continuity can be used. These equations are powerful analytical tools for the study of unsteady
flow problems. The potential of numerical mathematical models for flood and sediment routing,
degradation and aggradation studies and long -term channel development studies is now being realized.
The understanding of physical process governing the river response is the first step toward suc-
cessful water resources utilization and management.

DYNAMICS OF ALLUVIAL RIVERS

Frequently, environmentalists, fish and wildlife scientists, river engineers, and others
concerned with transportation, navigation, and flood control consider a river to be static, i.e.,
unchanging in shape, dimensions, and pattern. However, an alluvial river generally is continually
changing its position and shape as a consequence of hydraulic forces acting on its bed and banks.
These changes may be slow or rapid and may result from natural environmental changes, from man's
activities or a combination of both.

It must be stressed that a river through time is dynamic, that man -induced changes frequently
set in motion a response that can be propagated for long distances. Evidence from several sources
demonstrates that river channels are continually undergoing changes of position, shape, dimensions,
and pattern and in time these changes can accumulate to dramatic proportions.

Rivers are broadly classified as straight, meandering or braided or some combination of these
classifications, but any changes that are imposed on a river may change its form. The dependence
of river form on the slope which may be imposed independent of the other river characteristics is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. By changing the slope, it is possible to change the river
from a meandering one that is relatively tranquil and easy to control to a braided one that varies
rapidly with time, has high velocities, is subdivided by sandbars and carries relatively large
quantities of sediment. Such a charge could be caused by a natural or artificial cutoff. Conversely,
it is possible that a slight decrease in slope could change an unstable braided river into a mean-
dering one.

Based on research results of Lane (1955), (1957), Santos -Cayado and Simons (1972) and Schunm
(1971), the following general statements concerning a river's response to altered water discharge
and sediment load can be made.

1) Depth is directly proportional to discharge and inversely proportional to the bed -material
discharge.

2) Channel width is directly proportional to discharge and to sediment load.

3) Channel shape (width -depth ratio) is directly related to sediment load.

4) Meander wavelength is directly proportional to discharge and to sediment load.

5) Gradient is inversely proportional to discharge and directly proportional to sediment load
and grain size.
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6) Sinuosity is proportional to valley slope and inversely proportional to sediment load.

In the above statements stream gradient is considered to be a dependent variable in that a river
can reduce the gradient by becoming more sinuous. It is important to remember that the relations
given above pertain to natural rivers and not necessarily to artificial channels with bank materials
that are not representative of sediment load; however, the relations help to determine the response
of any water conveying channel.

The significantly different channel dimensions, shapes, and patterns associated with different
quantities of discharge and amounts of sediment load indicate that as these independent variables
change, major adjustments of channel morphology can be anticipated. Further, if changes in

sinuousity and meander wavelength as well as in width and depth are required to compensate for a
hydrologic change, then a long period of channel instability can be envisioned with considerable
bank erosion and lateral shifting of the channel before stability is restored.

Changes in sediment and water discharge at a particular point or reach in a stream may have
an effect ranging from some distance upstream to a point downstream where the hydraulic and geo-
metric conditions can have absorbed the change. Thus, it is well to consider a channel reach as

a part of a complete drainage system. Artificial controls that could benefit the reach may, in

fact, cause problems in the systems as a whole. For example, flood control structures can cause
downstream flood damage to be greater at reduced flows if the average hydrologic regime is changed
so that the channel dimensions are actually reduced. Also, where major tributaries exert a signif-

icant influence on the main channel by introduction of large quantities of sediment, upstream con-
trol on the main channel may allow the tributary to intermittently dominate the system with dele-
terious results. If discharges in the main channel are reduced, sediments from the tributary that
previously were eroded will no longer be carried away and serious aggradation with accompanying
flood problems may arise.

An insight into the direction of change, the magnitude of change, and the time involved to
reach a new equilibrium can be gained by studying the river in a natural condition, having knowl-
edge of the sediment and water discharge, being able to predict the effects and magnitude of man's
future activities, and applying to these a knowledge of geology, soils, hydrology, and hydraulics

or alluvial rivers.

EFFECTS OF MAN'S ACTIVITY ON ALLUVIAL RIVERS

Man's activity can have significant general and local effects on the morphology and hydraulics

of river systems. Often, in planning works on alluvial rivers, it is necessary to consider induced
short- and long -term responses of the river and its tributaries, the impact on environmental factors,
the aesthetics of the river environment and short- and long -term cffects of erosion and sedimentation
on the surrounding landscape, side channels and the river. The biological response of the river

system may also need to be evaluated and considered.

SHORT -TERM RESPONSES

In the preceding paragraphs we indicated that local changes made in the geometry or the hydraulic
properties of the river may be of such a magnitude as to have an immediate impact upon the entire

river system. More specifically, works leading to contraction of channels generally cause general
and local scour and sediments removed from this location are usually dropped in the immediate reach

downstream.

As a consequence of construction, many areas become highly susceptible to erosion. The

transported sediment is carried from the construction site by surface flow into the minor rills which

combine within a short distance to form larger channels leading to the river. The water flowing from

the construction site is usually a consequence of rain. The surface runoff and the accompanying

erosion can significantly increase the sediment yield to the river channel unless careful control is

exercised. The large sediment particles transported to the main channel may reside in the vicinity

of the construction site for a long period of time or may be slowly moved away. On the other hand,

the fine sediments are easily transported and generally pollute the whole cross section of the river.

The fine sediments are transported downstream to the nearest reservoir or to the sea. The sudden

injection of the larger sediments into the channel may cause local aggradation, thereby steepening
the channel, increasing the flow velocities and possibly causing instability in the river at that
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site. Over a long period of time after the injection has ceased, the river should return to its
former geometry.

The suspended fine sediments can have very significant effects on the biomass of the stream.
Certain species of fish can only tolerate large quantities of suspended sediment for relatively
short periods of time. This is particularly true of the eggs and fry.

LONG -TERM RESPONSE OF RIVERS TO DEVELOPMENT

In addition to possible immediate responses, there may be important delayed reponses of rivers
to development.

Often river training works are used; for example, to favorably align the flow with respect to a
bridge opening. When such training works are used, they generally straighten the channel, shorten
the flow line, and increase the velocity within the channel. Any such changes made in the system
that cause an increase in velocity increases local and general scour with subsequent deposition
downstream where the channel takes on its normal characteristics. If significant lengths of the
river are trained and straightened, there can be a noticeable decrease in the elevation of the water
surface profile for a given discharge in the main channel. Tributaries emptying into the main
channel in such reaches are significantly affected. Having a lower water level in the main channel
for a given discharge means that the tributary streams entering in that vicinity are subjected to a
steeper gradient and higher velocities which cause degradation in the tributary systems. In extreme
cases, degradation can be induced of such magnitude as to cause failure of structures such as bridges
on the tributary systems. In general, any increase in transported materials from the tributaries to
the main channel cause a reduction in the quality of the environment within the river. More specif-
ically as degradation occurs in the tributaries bank instabilities are induced and the sediment loads
are greatly increased. Increased sediment loads usually result in a deterioration of the given
environment.

Cutoffs may develop naturally in the river system or they may be constructed by man as part of
river development projects. The general consequence of cutoffs is to shorten the flow path and
steepen the gradient of the channel. The local steepening can significantly increase the velocities
and sediment transport. Also, this action can induce significant instability such as bank erosion
and degradation in the reach. The material scoured in the reach affected by the cutoff is probably
carried only to the adjacent downstream reach where the gradient is flatter. In this region of
slower velocities the sediment drops out rapidly. The deposition can have significant detrimental
effect on the downstream reach of river increasing the flood stage in the river itself and increasing
the base level for tributary stream thereby causing aggradation in the tributaries.

Another common case occurs with the development of reservoirs for storage and flood control.
These reservoirs serve as traps for the sediment normally flowing through the river system. With
sediment trapped in the reservoir, essentially clear water is released at the dam site. This clear
water has the capacity to transport more sediment than is immediately available. Consequently, the
channel begins to supply this deficit with resulting degradation of the bed. This degradation may
significantly affect the safety of structures in the immediate vicinity. Again, the degraded main
channel causes steeper gradients on tributary streams in the vicinity of the main channel. The
result is degradation in the tributary streams. It is entirely possible, however, that the addi-
tional sediments supplied by the tributary streams would ultimately offset the degradation in the
main channel. It must be recognized that downstream of storage structures the channel may either
aggrade or degrade and the tributaries will be affected in either case.

There are important responses induced within and upstream of reservoirs as well as downstream.
When the stream flowing into a reservoir encounters the ponded water, its sediment load is deposited
forming a delta. This deposition grows with time ultimately filling the pool or reservoir. This
deposition in the reservoir flattens the gradient of the channel upstream. The flattening of the
upstream channel induces aggradation causing the bed of the river to rise, threatening structure
installations and other facilities.

The clear -water diversion into South Boulder Creek in Colorado is a typical example of river
development that affects bridge crossings and encroachments as well as the environment in general.
Originally the North Fork of the South Boulder Creek was a small but beautiful scenic mountain
stream. The banks were nicely vegetated, there was a beautiful sequence of ripples and pools which
had all the attributes of a good fishing habitat. Approximately ten years ago, water was diverted
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from the Western Slope of the Rockies through a tunnel to the North Fork of the South Boulder Creek.
The normal flow in that channel was increased by a factor of four to five. The extra water caused
significant bank erosion and channel degradation. In fact, the additional flow gutted the river
valley changing the channel to a straight raging torrent capable of carrying large quantities of
sediment that was subsequently deposited downstream. Degradation in the upper part of the system had
reached as much as 15 to 20 feet before measures were taken to stabilize the creek.

Stabilization was achieved by flattening the gradient, by constructing numerous drop structures
and by reforming the banks with riprap. The system has stabilized but it is a different system. The

channel is straight, much vegetation has been washed away, the natural sequence of ripples and pools
has been destroyed. The valley may never again have the natural form and beauty it once possessed.
It is necessary for us to bear in mind the diversions to or from the natural river system can greatly
alter its geometry, its beauty, and its utility. The river may undergo a complete change giving rise
to a multitude of problems in connection with the design and maintenance of hydraulic structures,
encroachments and bridge crossings along the affected reach.

QUALITATIVE PREDICTION OF ALLUVIAL RIVER RESPONSE

Many rivers have achieved a state of practical equilibrium throughout long reaches. For

practical purposes, these reaches can be considered stable and are known as "graded" streams by
geologists and as "poised" streams by engineers. However, this does not preclude significant
changes over a short period of time or over a period of years. Conversely, many streams contain
long reaches that are actively aggrading or degrading.

To predict the response to channel development is a very complex task. There are large numbers
of variables involved in the analysis that are interrelated and can respond to changes in a river
system in the continual evolution of river form. The channel geometry, bars, and forms of bed rough-
ness all change with changing water and sediment discharges. Because such a prediction is necessary,
useful methods have been developed to predict the response of channel systems to changes both quali-
tatively and quantitatively.

VARIABLES AFFECTING. RIVER BEHAVIOR

Variables affecting alluvial river channels are numerous and interrelated. Their nature is such

that, unlike rigid boundary hydraulic problems it is not possible to isolate and study the role of
any individual variable.

Major factors affecting alluvial stream channel forms are:

1) Stream discharge,
2) Sediment load,
3) Longitudinal slope,
4) Bank and bed resistance to flow,
5) Vegetation,
6) Geology including types of sediments,
7) Works of man, and
8) Seepage forces.

The fluvial processes involved are very complicated and the variables of importance are difficult
to isolate. Many laboratory and field studies have been carried out in an attempt to relate these

and other variables to the present time. The problem has been more amenable to an empirical solution
than an analytical one.

In an analysis of flow in alluvial rivers, the flow field is complicated by the constantly
changing discharge. Significant variables are, therefore, quite difficult to express mathematically.
It is desirable to list measureable or computable variables which effectively describe the processes
occurring and then to reduce the list by making simplifying assumptions and examining relative mag-
nitudes of variables, striving toward an acceptable balance between accuracy and limitations of ob-
taining data. When this is done, the basic equations of fluid motion may be simplified (on the basis
of valid assumptions) to describe the phenomenon.
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RELATIONS DEFINING RIVER GEOMETRY AT A CROSS SECTION

Relations defining the channel cross section have been proposed by various researchers.
Theoretical relations similar to those proposed by Leopold and Maddock (1953) have been derived
at a section and show that:

Q0.24 (1)

Q0.46 (2)

Q0.00
(3)

00 .30 (4)

Equation 1 implies that slope is constant at a cross section. This is not quite true. At low flow

the effective channel slope is that of the thalweg that flows from pool through crossing to pool.
At higher stages the thalweg straightens somewhat shortening the path of travel and increasing the

local slope. In the extreme case river slope approaches the valley slope at flood stage. It is

during high floods that the flow often cuts across the point bars developing chute or flow channels.
This path of travel verifies the shorter path the water takes and that a steeper channel prevails
under this condition.

RELATIONS DEFINING RIVER GEOMETRY ALONG THE CHANNEL

In addition to the at -a- station hydraulic geometry, relations identifying the variations of
hydraulic geometry in the downstream direction were developed using the bank -full geometry and bank -
full discharge. These derived relations are based on the basic equations of fluid mechanics and are
almost identical to empirical relations proposed by Leopold and Maddock (1953). The derived rela-

tions are:

0.46

Wb Qb

-

YbQb
0.46

S , -0.46

b

V
Q0.08

b b

Here the subscript "b" indicates the bank -full condition. These relations indicate how bank -full

depth, velocity, slope and width vary as one moves from the headwaters of a channel downstream.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

RIVER CONDITIONS FOR MEANDERING AND BRAIDING

In the preceding examples it was shown that changes in water, sediment discharge or both can
cause significant changes in channel slope. The changes in sediment discharge can be in quantity Q

or caliber 050 or both. Often such changes can alter the plan view in addition to the profile of s
a river.

Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of river form on channel slope and discharge. It shows that

when

Q1 /4
1.7

a sandbed channel meanders. Similarly, when

Q1/4 - 10.0

(9)

(10)

the river is braided. In these equations, S is the channel slope in feet per thousand feet or meters

per kilometer and Q is the mean discharge in cfs. Between these values of S Q1/4 is the transi-

tional range and many of the U.S. rivers, classified as intermediate sandbed streams, plot in this
zone between the limiting curves defining meandering and braided rivers. If a river is meandering

but its discharge and slope borders on the transitional zone a relatively small increase in channel
slope may cause it to change with time to a transitional or braided river.
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RELATIONS BETWEEN CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY AND SEDIMENT LOAD

Sediment bed material transport (Qs) can be directly related to stream power (TOV) and inversely
related to the fall diameter of bed material (D50).

T
0

VW

5
ti

D50/Cf
,

Here In is the bed shear, V is the cross -sectional average velocity, W is the width of the stream

and Cf is the fine material load concentration. Equation 11 can be written as

yy0SWV

Qs D50/Cf D50 /Cf

(12)

If specific weight, y is considered constant and the concentration of wash load Cf can be incorpo-

rated in the fall diameter, D50, the relation can be expressed as

QS ti QsD50
(13)

which essentially is the relation originally proposed by Lane (1955). Equation 13 is very useful to
qualitatively predict channel response to climatological changes, river development or both.

Consider a tributary entering the main river at point C that is relatively small but carries a
large sediment load (see Fig. 3). This increases the sediment discharge in the main stream from Qs

to Q. It is seen from Eq. 3 that, for a significant increase in sediment discharge (Qÿ) the
channel gradient (S) below C must increase if Q remains constant. The line CA (indicating the
original channel gradient) therefore changes with time to position C'A. Upstream of the confluence
the slope will adjust over a long period of time to the original channel slope. The riverbed will

aggrade from C to C'.

Those working with river systems are also interested in quantities in addition to directions of
variations. The geomorphic relation QS ti QSD50 is only an initial step in analyzing long -term

channel response problems. However, this initial step is useful because it warns of possible future
difficulties in designing channel improvement and flood protection works. The prediction of the
magnitude of possible errors in flood protection design, because of changes in stage with time, re-
quires the quantification of changes in stage. To quantify these changes it is necessary to be able
to quantify future changes in the variables that affect the stage. In this respect, knowledge of
future flow conditions is necessary.

PREDICTION OF CHANNEL RESPONSE TO CHANGE

In the section RELATIONS BETWEEN CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY AND SEDIMENT LOAD it was illustrated that

Eq. 13 could be used to predict changes in channel profiles caused by changes in water and sediment
discharge. It is now possible to talk qualitatively about changes in channel profile, changes in
river form and changes in river cross section both at a section and along the river channel using the
other relations presented above.

An increase in discharge may affect the river form, energy slope, stability of the channel,
cross -sectional area and river stage. Equations 9 and 10 (or Fig. 2) show that an increase in dis-
charge could change the channel form in the direction of a braided form. Whether or not the channel

changes form would depend on the river form prior to the increase in discharge. According to Eq. 3,

the channel slope could not change. However, a slight increase in slope could occur as a consequence
of a slight straightening of the flow caused by the increased discharge. The stability of the channel

would be reduced according to Eq. 6 which indicates an increase in velocity. On the other hand, this

prediction could be affected by changes in form of bed roughness that dictate resistance to flow.
This effect is discussed later.

The wash load increases the apparent viscosity of the water and sediment mixture and makes the
bed material behave as if it were smaller. In fact, the fall diameter of the bed material is made

smaller by significant concentrations of wash load. With more wash load, the bed material is more
susceptible to transport and any river carrying significant wash load will change from lower to upper
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regime at a smaller Froude number than otherwise. Also, the viscosity is affected by changes in

temperature.

Seepage forces resulting from seepage outflow help stabilize the channel bed and banks. With

seepage inflow, the reverse is true. Vegetation adds to bank stability and increases resistance to

flow reducing the velocity. Wind can retard flow increasing roughness and depth when blowing up-

stream. The reverse is true with the wind blowing downstream. The most significant of wind effect

is wind generated waves and their adverse effect on channel stability.

In many instances it is important to assess the effects of changes in water and sediment
discharge on specific variables such as depth of flow, channel width, characteristics of bed mate-

rials, velocity, etc. For this type of analysis we can use Eq. 13 and Eqs. 1 to 8 inclusive. Also,

Eq. 13 can be written in terms of width, depth, velocity, concentration of bed material discharge
Cs and water discharge Q or

and

QCsD50 ti VyoWS (14)

CSD50 ti S
(15)

These equations are helpful for detailed analysis.

The change in river form as a response to various changes imposed on an alluvial river can also

be qualitatively predicted.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented elements of fluvial geomorphology and hydraulics that are related to
the interpretation and modeling of response of alluvial rivers to natural and man -made causes. The

responses of alluvial rivers to changes imposed by natural phenomena or man's activities are complex.
Therefore, any interpretation of alluvial rivers needs to be preceded by a qualitative analysis.
The qualitative analysis can indicate the direction in which various changes in the elements of the

river will take place. Information presented herein should be adequate to carry out the qualitative

analysis in most cases. The next step in the analysis of alluvial river response would be the
quantitative evaluation of channel response and water and sediment routing using theory supplemented
by physical and mathematical model studies of the system.
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